The lecture "The End of Philosophy and the Task for Thinking" was read in French in Paris (1964) . The essay first appeared in a French translation by Jean Beaufret and François Fédier, in Kierkegaard vivant (Paris: Gallimard 1966) , marking the culmination of that which, from the 1940s through the 1960s, was perceived (especially in France) as the "séisme heideggerien."
1 "Das Ende der Philosophie und die Aufgabe des Denkens" appeared only in 1969, in the volume Zur Sache des Denkens 2 -42 years after Being and Time and 42 years ago.
3
"The End of Philosophy and the Task for Thinking" is an especially felicitous essay: Clear and admittedly "sober" (79), it succinctly exposes the movement of Heidegger's thinking, the disquietude and relentlessness with which it pursues its abiding question in a language that keeps regenerating itself. For language is constantly "dying away" and demands tireless regenerative, re-energizing work. 4 Heidegger articulates the theme of the end of philosophy -a theme that is in question, in the sense of worthy of being interrogated, and yet also unquestionable, indisputable in its evidence. Philosophy in its institutional form (philosophy qua tradition, the body of knowledge canonized, preserved, and transmitted in Western universities) has ended or is in the process of ending: "To the extent that philosophical thinking is still attempted, it only attains an epigonal renaissance and variations of it" (63).
The end of philosophy need not bespeak "a cessation of its way of thinking" (63). However, it does announce that, precisely in its epigonality and derivativeness, philosophy has reached a limit, a boundary from which it can only turn back upon itself: The openness of the living speculative thrust, the contact with the matter at stake, is over. At issue is the very possibility of accessing (and that means experiencing) at all "the things themselves" in their necessitating force. Far from being a matter of rubble and ruins, for Heidegger the question of the end concerns the as yet undisclosed seed, the residual precipitate of the epoch that is coming to a close -the epoch of philosophy he understands as metaphysics. The question concerns that which such a historical trajectory harbored, at the limit allowed to transpire, but left vastly inarticulate; that which was carried, sent forth, propagated, but neither worked through nor taken up, nor yet unfolded. In the end, in its ripeness and dehiscence, the epoch of metaphysics is yielding a kernel, unprocessed. Thus, this end is far from being a matter decadence; and Heidegger's thinking is far from amounting to a nostalgic (let alone academic) operation. Here any palintropic turn will have meant the exploration of the conditions for the possibility of the future. Far from a matter of historiography or philological exercise, let alone an obsequious display of piety towards the forefathers, Heidegger's turns to the manifold configurations of the past reveal an ongoing confrontation with latency, loss, oblivion, in the attempt at wresting seminal indications out of the unheeded and unheard-of. Turning to the past, striving to sound its depth and silences, will have had to do with inquiring into the errant venture of human destiny, its trajectories past and possible.
If only preliminarily, these considerations allow the language of end to resonate in its broad implications. The end of philosophy signals the completion, fulfillment, and accomplishment ( Vollendung ) of a certain historical (and this means geo-political) venture, the achievement of its curve and telos . Likewise, it signals the finitude and finiteness of philosophy, the exhaustion of its raison d'être , motive force, and propelling motivation. The moment of utmost fullness at once announces a reversion into emptiness. At stake is the death of philosophy as we know it, its having reached its most extreme development and coming to cease.
We shall return, time and again, to the restless semantic work of this word -end. However, here let us underline that the end of philosophy indicates the withering of an epoch but also, crucially, its fecundity and giving. It bespeaks a limit but also, crucially, a gift -and that means excess, that which endures, un-consumed, undisclosed, and indeed disclosed as withdrawing, through the passing away.
